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1. INTRODUCTION 
Although a general theory of rings of quotients of Jordan algebras has not 
yet been developed, it is still possible to show that quotients exist in certain 
special cases. In this paper, we show the following: If R is an associative ring 
with involution, and J is a Jordan subring of the symmetric elements con- 
taining the norms and traces of R, then if J is a Jordan domain with the 
common multiple property, J has a ring of quotients which is a Jordan 
division algebra. In addition, if it is assumed that / is semisimple with the 
common multiple property and every element of J is nilpotent or regular, 
then J must actually be a domain, unless / is isomorphic to a subring of the 
symmetric elements in 2 x 2 matrices over a field of characteristic 2. 
The proof depends on several theorems about associative rings with in- 
volution, which extend results of Lanski, Herstein, and the author concerning 
symmetric zero divisors. These theorems on associative rings are the main 
results of Section 3. Section 2 is devoted to definitions and elementary 
properties of rings of quotients of Jordan rings. In Section 4, the results of 
Sections 2 and 3 are combined to yield the final results. 
2. QUOTIENTS OF SPECIAL JORDAN RINGS 
In this section, we define the Jordan ring of quotients of a Jordan ring, 
and deduce several elementary results for the case of special Jordan rings. 
In what follows, J will denote a special quadratic Jordan ring; that is, J 
will be an additive subgroup of an associative ring R, closed under the qua- 
dratic operator XV, = yxy and the binary composition x2. We do not require 
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that J contain a unit. Rf will denote the ring R itself considered as a quadratic 
Jordan ring. 
An element a E J is said to be a zero divisor if bU, = 0, for some b E J, 
b # 0, and a E J is said to be regular if it is not a zero divisor (equivalently, 
if U, is injective). J will be called a Jordan domain if every nonzero element 
of J is regular. If in addition 1 E J, and element a E 1 is invertible if there 
exists b E J such that bU, = a and b2U, = 1 (which is equivalent to U, 
being bijective). J is then a Jordan division ring if every a # 0 in J is inver- 
tible. For further details, see [5, pp. 51-55, p. 4261. 
Note that if R is an associative ring, an element x is regular or invertible in 
J = R+ iff it is regular or invertible in R. 
We now define the quotient of a Jordan ring. 
DEFINITION Let /be a Jordan ring. Then a Jordan ring Q(l) 1 J will be 
called a ring of quotients of J if 
(1) every regular element of J is invertible in Q(J). 
(2) every x E Q(J) is of the form x = aU,-l , where a, b E J and b is 
regular. 
Note that if j is a Jordan domain which has a quotient Q(J), then Q(J) is 
a Jordan division ring. 
For example, if R is an associative ring with a ring of right quotients D, 
every x E D is of the form x = c&*, where a, b E R, b regular in R. Then R+ 
is a Jordan ring, and D+ is a Jordan ring of quotients of R+ since any x E Df 
can be written as x = al-1 = b-l(ba) b-l = (ba) U,-, . 
Even if J is special, it is not clear that Q(J) must also be a special Jordan 
ring. If Q(J) ’ 1s s P ecial, it is called a special ring of quotients. 
DEFINITION. Let J be a Jordan ring. Then we will say that J has the 
common multiple property if for any a, b E J, a, b # 0, and b regular, there 
exist x, y E J, x regular such that xU, = yU, # 0. 
Note that if a is also regular, then so is d = xU, = yU, . For, say 
~Uamz = 0, some x. Then 0 = zlJ,U,U, , and so xU,U, = 0, since a is 
regular. Similarly, zU, = 0, and so z = 0. 
For associative rings, this corresponds to the Ore condition, which is 
necessary and sufficient for a domain to have a division ring of quotients. 
However, it is unknown in general whether a Jordan domain with the common 
multiple property has a ring of quotients. The question as to whether a Jordan 
domain with the common multiple property can even be embedded in a 
Jordan division algebra was raised by Jacobson [5, p. 4261. 
The next lemma is an easy illustration of such a Jordan ring which does 
have a quotient. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let J = R+ be a Jordan domain with the common multiple 
property, where R is an associative ring. Then R has an associative division ring 
of quotients D, and D+ is a ring of quotients for J. 
Proof. By the above example, it is enough to show that R has a quotient D. 
Now R is a domain, for if ab = 0, for a, b E R, then aU, = bab = 0, and so 
a = 0 or b = 0 since R+ is a Jordan domain. Choose any x, y # 0 in R. 
Since JU, n JU, # 0, there exist a, b E R so xax = yay # 0. But then x 
and y have a common right multiple, so R has a division ring of quotients D. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be an associative ring with 1, and let J be a subring of 
R+ such that every nonxero element of J is invertible in R. Then if J has the 
common multiple property, J has a ring of quotients Q(J) C R. 
Proof. Let Q = (aU,-1 E R 1 a, b E J, b # O}. We will show that Q is a 
quotient for J. 
First, Q is an additive subgroup of R. Let x, y E Q and write x = a, lJt,;l , 
Y =dJb;l, ai, bi E J. Since J has the common multiple property, there 
exist z, w E J, such that d = zU, 1 = w Ub, # 0. Then 
x = a,U,-, = aUZUb,Ud-I and y = a,UOB, = a,UWU,eU,-, . 
Thus x + y 1 (a,U,U, + a,U,U, ) U,-, EQ. 
Next we show that Q’ is closed udder the quadratic operator XV, . First, 
with x and y as above, observe that xUb;l = a, Ub;l Ub;l = a, Ub, iJtblob j-1 E Q. 
Thus it will suffice to show xU, EQ when y E J, say y = a2. So cbnsider 
xUaz = alUb;lUa . By the common multiple property, there exist x, w E J 
such that zU, =“wU # 0. We can then write 2 bl 
X&, = al uw ublt ubl uw ub,)-’ ua2 = al uw ublt ua, uz ua2)-1 ua, 
= ~alUwUblUz~ ‘%z,u,r’ EQ, 
and so Q is closed under the quadratic operator. 
Now 1 E Q, since for any a # 0 in J, 1 = azU,-I EQ. Thus x2 EQ, for 
any x E Q, using the quadratic operator. Thus Q is a Jordan ring. Q is in fact 
a division ring, for if a E J, a-l = au,-1 E Q, and thus a-‘U, E Q. But if 
x = aUbwl , x-l = a-‘Ub and so x-l E Q. 
Finally, J C Q, for if a E J, a-l U, = a E Q. Thus Q is a Jordan division 
ring which is a ring of quotients for J. 
3. ASSOCIATIVE RINGS WITH INVOLUTION 
The first theorem in this section characterizes associative rings with involu- 
tion with no nilpotent ideals in which the norms and traces are regular. This 
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extends a result of Lanski [6], who obtained the same characterization when 
all the symmetric elements were regular. We then prove an analogous result 
when the norms and traces are regular or nilpotent. Related results concerning 
zero divisors in rings with involution can be found in [2,4, 91. 
R will denote an associative ring with an involution*. We let S, = 
{x~R\x* = x}, the symmetric elements of R. Similarly, NR = {xx* 1 x E R} 
will denote the norms and TR = (x + x* j x E R} the traces. A Jordan subring 
J of S, is ample if it contains all norms and traces, S, r) /I Na u TR . 
If l/2 E R, then S, = TR and so the only ample subspace is S, . If there is 
no ambiguity as to which ring is meant, the subscript “R” will be omitted. 
Before proving the theorem, we need several short lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a ring with * containing no nilpotent ideals. If I is an 
idealofRwithI* = IandIn (Nu T) = 0, thenI = 0. . 
Proof. Say that I # 0, and choose x E I, x # 0. Then x* E I, and so 
x+x*EInT=(O).Thusx*=-x,allxEI.Butthen 
and thus x2 = 0, for all x E I. By Levitzki’s Theorem [3, Lemma 1.11, R 
would then contain a nilpotent ideal, which is impossible. Thus I = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic 2. Let J be an ample 
Jordan subring of S, and assume that ab = 0 for a, b E J implies a = 0 or 
b = 0. Then every element of J is regular in R. 
Proof. Let x E R with x2 = 0. Then (x*x)(xx*) = 0, so either x*x = 0, 
or xx* = 0. Say xx * = 0. Then (x*x)” = 0, and so also x*x = 0. Thus 
(x + x*)~ = 0, and so x + x * = 0. This implies x = x*; that is, every 
element in R with square 0 must be symmetric. 
Now suppose xy = 0 in R, with x # 0, y # 0. Then ( ~Rx)~ = 0, so by 
the above yRx C S. Then for any r E R, yrx = x*r*y*, so x*r*y*y = 0. 
Since R is prime, this implies y*y = 0. Thus if y is a zero divisor in R, 
y*y = 0. Since J contains no nilpotent elements, every nonzero element of J 
must be regular in R. 
We can now prove the theorem. We use some additional notation: Let 
S’ = S - (O), and let Z denote the center of R. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be an associative ring with involution or such that R 
has no nilpotent ideals. Let J be an ample Jordan subring of S, and assume that 
ab = 0 for a, b E J implies a = 0 or b = 0. Then R must be one of the following, 
(1) a domain 
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(2) a subdirect sum of a domain and its opposite, with * the exchange 
involution. 
(3) an order in F, , 2 x 2 matrices over a field F, with * the symplectic 
involution. 
If the character&ic of F is not 2, then S C Z andF, N R(S’)-l. IfF has charac- 
teristic 2, then N v T C Z andF, N R(S’ n Z)-l. 
Proof. If R is not prime, the proof will follow from the nonprime case of 
Herstein’s proof of Lanski’s Theorem [2], except that Lemma 2.1 is used in 
place of [2, Lemma 11. We may therefore assume that R is prime. If the 
characteristic of R is not 2, then 2s C T and so ab = 0 for a, 6 E S implies 
a = 0 or b = 0. But this is precisely the hypothesis of Lanski’s theorem [6]; 
thus R must be (1) or (3). We may thus assume that R is a prime ring of 
characteristic 2. 
Say for the moment that R has no nilpotent symmetric elements. If xx* = 0 
for some x E R, then x*Tx Z T and is nilpotent, so x*Tx = 0. This implies 
x*Rx = 0, and so x = 0 since R is prime. But now R must be a domain; for 
if yx = 0 in R, then y*yxx * = 0. This implies y*y = 0 or xx* = 0, which 
in turn gives y = 0 or x = 0. 
Thus we may assume that there exists s E S with s2 = 0. Then STS = 0, 
since STS C T. Choose t E T. Then st + ts E T. But (st + ts)2 = st2s, and so 
(st + ts)* = 0. Th is implies st + ts = 0, or st = ts for all t E T. But now by 
Theorem 21 of [7], either s E Z, the center of R, or R is an order in a simple 
ring Q of dimension < 4 over its center F. Since R is prime, Z is a domain, 
so s $ Z. Thus R is an order in Q. We must have Q = F, , since s is not 
invertible in Q. 
By Lemma 2.2, every element of J is regular in R, so will become invertible 
in Q. By looking at the possible involutions on Q, we see that * must be the 
symplectic involution. For if * were symmetrically equivalent to transpose, 
there would be nonzero norms in R which were not regular (since R is an 
order in Q). Thus * is symplectic, and so N u T C Z. 
Now S’ n Z is a multiplicatively closed set, so we can consider the locali- 
zation R(S’ n Z)-I, which is still a prime ring of characteristic 2. The 
involution can be extended to R(S’ n Z)-1 by defining (Y+)* = Y*s+. Also, 
every nonzero norm and trace in R(S’ n Z)-1 is invertible. For, if x = YS-l, 
then xx* = YY*(s~)--1 E N(S’ n Z)-1 and x + X* = (r + Y*) s-1 E T(S’ n Z)-l. 
Since N u T C S n 2, xx* and x + x* will be invertible if they are not 0. 
We claim that R(S’ n Z)-l is a simple ring. For if I is a proper ideal, 
In I* # 0 since R(S’ n Z)-1 is prime. But by Lemma 3.1, In I* = 0, 
a contradiction. Thus Q = R(S’ n Z)-l, since Ris an order in R(S’ n Z)-l. 
We now proceed to the situation in which elements of S are allowed to be 
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nilpotent. A difficulty arises since it is an open question whether, if every 
symmetric element is nilpotent, R must be a nil ring. It is easy to show, how- 
ever, that if every symmetric element is nilpotent, then R must contain 
nil ideals (as in Lemma 3.4). Thus to avoid the possibility of this question 
appearing, we will assume in general that R has no nil one-sided ideals. 
It was shown in [9] that if R was a noncommutative prime ring with no nil 
right ideals in which every trace was nilpotent or regular in R, R must be 
one of the three possibilities in Theorem 3.3 if and only if the following 
condition held: “if xx* = 0, for any x E R, then YX = 0 for some y # 0.” 
We show below that the common multiple property in R implies precisely 
this condition. 
LEMMA 3.4. If I is a nonxero *-ideal of R such that x E I n (N u T) 
implies x nilpotent, then R contains a nil r&ht ideal. 
Proof. If In (N u T) = 0, R would contain a nilpotent ideal by the 
proof of Lemma 3.1. So, choose x E I n (N u T) with xn-l # 0, ZP = 0. 
Let a = xn-l E S. Then a2 = 0. Now for any Y E R, ar + r*a E-I n T, so is 
nilpotent; say (ar + r*a)” = 0, for some k. Multiplying on the right by ar, 
we see (uY)~+~ = 0. Thus aR is a nil right ideal of R. 
The next lemma is exactly Lemma 3 of [9], *we state it here for convenience. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that R is a ring with no nil right ideals and that a E R, 
a2 # 0. Let M be the maximal nil ideal of the ring aRa. Then M # aRa, 
A = aRa/M has no nil right ideals, and aMa = 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let R be a prime ring with * and no nil right ideals, and let J 
be an ample Jordan subring of S in which every element is nilpotent OY regular 
(in J). Then s E J nilpotent implies s2 = 0. 
Proof. Assume that a E J is nilpotent, but a2 # 0. Consider the ring 
A = aRa/M as in Lemma 3.5. Since a E S, * is an involution on aRa and 
M* C M. Thus aRa/M has an induced involution. 
Now every norm and trace of A is the image of a norm or trace in aRa. 
But no element of aRa is regular (if an = 0, then un-lUaRa = 0 and so 
every norm and trace in A is nilpotent. By Lemma 3.4, using A = I, we see 
that A must contain a nil right ideal. This contradicts Lemma 3.5. 
The next Lemma is Lemma 5 of [9]. Recall that for a set A, A 0 A is the 
additive subgroup generated by all {ab + ba 1 a, b E A}. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let R be a prime ring with *, and say that a E T with a2 = 0 
and a( T 0 T)a = 0. Then a = 0, unless 2R = 0 and R is an order in a simple 
ring Q of dimension < 4 over its center. 
&I/31/1-11 
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We are now able to prove the desired condition. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let R be aprime ring with *, and let Jbe an ample Jordan subring 
of S with the common multiple property. Assume that for any a E J, either 
a2 = 0, or a is regular in J. Then xx * = 0, for any x E R, implies there exists 
y # 0 in R with yx = 0. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that for some x E R, xx* = 0 but x is 
not annihilated on the left. Hence also x* is not annihilated on the right. 
We will show that xs2x* = 0 for all s E J. First assume that s is regular. 
Since x*x f 0 and is in J, by the common multiple property there exist a, 
b E J, with a regular, such that alJ,,, = bU, # 0, or (x*x) a(x*x) = sbs # 0. 
Since xx* = 0, xsbs = 0. But then bU,,,,, = 0, and so sx*xs is not regular. 
Thus (SX*XS)~ = 0 = (x*xs2x*x) U, , and thus x*xs2x*x = 0 by the regu- 
larity of s. But x cannot be annihilated on the left nor x* on the right; thus 
xs2x* = 0. Now if s E J is not regular, s2 = 0, and so certainly xs2x* = 0. 
Thus xs2x* = 0 for all s E J. 
Assume for the moment that T f 0. Then if x*Tx = 0, x*T = 0, and 
so T = 0, a contradiction. Thus x*Tx # 0. Choose t E x*Tx, t # 0. Then 
t2 = 0, and dt = 0, all s E J. Linearizing on s, t(sr + rs)t = 0, all r, s E J. 
Since T _C J we must have t = 0 by Lemma 3.7, unless 2R = 0 and R is an 
order in a simple Q, finite dim. over its center. But in such a Q, every left 
zero divisor is a right zero divisor, and so for some y # 0 in R, yx = 0. 
It remains to consider the possibility T = 0. If the characteristic of R is 
not 2, then T = 0 implies S = 0. By using I = R in Lemma 3.1, since R 
is prime, we see R = 0, a contradiction. We may therefore assume that 
2R = 0. But now T = 0 implies x* = x, for all x E R; thus xx* = x*x and 
we are done. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let R be an associative ring with involution* and with no nil 
right ideals. Let J be an ample Jordan subring of S with the common multiple 
property, and assume that every a E J is nilpotent or regular in J. Then R must 
be one of the following: 
(1) a domain 
(2) a subdirect sum of a domain and its opposite, with * the exchange 
involution. 
(3) an order in F2 , the 2 x 2 matrices over a$eldF, with * the ymplectic 
involution. 
In particular, every symmetric element is regular in R unless R C F2 and F has 
characteristic 2. 
Proof. We first note that every regular element of J is actually regular in 
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R. For, choose r E J, regular, and say that YX = 0 for some x E R. Then 
(x + x*) U, = 0, and so x + x* = 0. Thus x = -x*, so x2 = -xx* E J. 
Since x2U, = 0, x2 = 0. But this would say that the right annihilator of r 
is a nil right ideal, a contradiction, unless r is regular. Thus every trace in R 
is nilpotent or regular in R. 
We are now able to use Theorem 2 of [9]. If R is not prime, R must be case 
(2). We may therefore assume that R is prime. By Lemma 3.6, every nilpotent 
element of J has square 0, and so by Lemma 3.8, xx* = 0 implies that for 
some y # 0 in R, yx = 0. Condition (B) of Theorem 2 of [9] shows that R 
must be (1) or (3) in this situation. 
It is interesting to note that R does not have to be one of (l), (2), or (3) if 
J does not have the common multiple property. For, as shown by an example 
of Martindale [9], there are prime rings in which every symmetric element is 
nilpotent or regular, but which are not domains and cannot be im- 
bedded in F, . 
4. QUOTIENTS OF JORDAN SUBRINGS OF SYMMETRIC ELEMENTS 
We first prove a special case of our main theorem on Jordan domains. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be an associative domain with an involution *, and 
let J be an ample Jordan subring of the symmetric elements SR . Assume that J 
has the common multiple property. Then R has a division ring of quotients D 
with an involution, and J has a ring of quotients Q(J) which is an ample Jordan 
subring of S, . In particular, Q(S,) = S, . 
Proof. Choose x and y in R with x, y # 0. Then xx* # 0, yy* # 0 and 
xx*, yy* E J. Thus there exists a, b E J such that xx*axx* = yy*byy* # 0, 
and so R satisfies the right Ore condition. Thus R has a ring of right quotients 
D, a division ring. The involution on R may be extended naturally to an 
involution on D. 
We claim that S, is a Jordan ring of quotients for S, . For, S, Z S, , 
and S, is a Jordan division ring, since 1 E S, and the associative inverse of 
s E S, is s-l E So . We must show that any x E S, may be written as aUb-l, 
for some a, b E S, . Now since x E D, we may write x = cd-l, for c, d E R. 
We may assume that d E NR , for if not, write x = cd-l = cd*(dd*)-l. Now, 
since x E So , x* = x, and so cd-l = (cd-l)* = d-k*. Thus dc = c*d, 
and so dc E S, . But then we may write x = cd-l = d-l(dc) d-l = (dc) Ue-1 
where dc E S, . Thus Q(S,) = S, . 
By Theorem 2.2, J will also have a quotient Q C S, ; in fact 
Q = {all,-,( a, b E J, b + O}. 
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We claim that Q > No u To . Choose x E R, and write x = cd-l, where 
d E NR (as above). Then x*x = (d-L*) cd-l = (c*c) U,-, EQ, since c*c 
and d E J. Similarly, x + x* = cd-l + d-k* = d-l(c*d + dc) d-l = 
(c*d + dc) U,-, E Q, since d E J and c*d + dc E TR C J. 
We now proceed to eliminate the assumption in Theorem 4.1 that the 
associative ring R be a domain; in fact we make no restrictions whatsoever 
on R, except that it contains a Jordan domain in S, . 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be an associative ring with *, and let J be an ample 
Jordan subring of S, . If J is a Jordan domain with the common multiple 
property, then J has a special ring of quotients Q(J) which is a Jordan divisk 
ring. 
Proof. Let M be the lower nil radical of R. Now M* = M, and so 
RIM = i? has an induced involution given by (x + M)* = x* + M, 
for any K=x+MERIM. Now NR =mR, TR = TRi,, and S,ZSR, 
and so J is an ample Jordan subring of S’, . Also, M n J consists of zero 
divisors in J, so M n J = 0. Thus 1 s J. W e may therefore assume without 
loss of generality that R contains no nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
But now we apply Theorem 3.3 to see that R must be one of the following: 
(1) a domain 
(2) a subdirect sum of a domain and its opposite, and * is the exchange 
involution. 
(3) an order in F, . 
We examine these possibilities one at a time. 
Case 1. If R is a domain, then we are already done by Theorem 4.1. 
Case 2. Assume that R _C A @ A, where A is a domain. Since R is a 
subdirect sum, there is a prime ideal P C R such that A E RIP, A0 E R/P*, 
and P n P* = (0). 
We will first show that A has a quotient ring D, a division ring. If x E R, we 
will write K = x + P for an element of A. Choose E # 0 in A. Now if 
R* # 0 also, then E* = a* # 0, and so a right multiple of R is the image of 
an element of J. If %* =O, then ~=z+P* =x+x* #O, and so f 
itself is the image of an element of J. Also, if s E Sa , s # 0, then s # 0. 
ForifS=O,sEP,andsos* =s~P*.Butthens~PnP* =O.Itfollows 
that since J has the common multiple property, A has the right Ore con- 
dition. For if a, b # 0 in J, there exist x, w E J such that aza = bwb # 0. 
But then ii~~ = ti6 # 0 in A. Thus A has a division ring of quotients D. 
Consider C = A @ AO. Then Sc = {(x, x”)l x E A} E A+ as Jordan 
rings. By Lemma 2.1, A+ has a Jordan ring of quotients D+. Thus S, has a 
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Jordan ring of quotients. But now R C C, and so J _C S’s _C So . But then J is 
isomorphic to a subring of A+, and I has the common multiple property, 
so J has a ring of quotients Q(J) by Theorem 2.2. 
Case 3. R is an order in F, , the 2 x 2 matrices over a field F. We also 
know, by Lemma 3.2, that every nonzero element of J is regular in R, and so 
is invertible in F, . Thus by Theorem 2.2, 1 has a ring of quotients Q(J). 
We next remove the assumption in Theorem 4.2 that every element of J 
must be regular. However, we now need stronger assumptions on J to control 
the nil one sided ideals of R. Certainly assuming J is semisimple will suffice; 
presumably weaker assumptions than this would also do. 
We first examine what is actually the exceptional case, in that S does not 
have to be a domain. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let R be an order in F, , the 2 x 2 matrices over a jield of 
characteristic 2, with the symplectic involution (F i)* = (f i). 
Let J be an ample Jordan subring of S, with the common multiple property. 
Then every element of J is nilpotent or regular, and J has a ring of quotients 
Q C F,+. In particular, Q(S,) = SF, . 
Proof. Now SF, = ((f :)I a, b, c EF}, and ] C S, C SF . Also, NR and 
TR are contained m the scalar matrices (which we denofe simply by F). 
Thus for any x E R, x2 - t(x)x + n(x) = 0, where t(x) = x + x* and 
n(x) = X*X EF. Since 2R = 0, x* = x iff x2 = n(x); thus for s E S, , 
s2 = 0 if n(s) = 0 and s is invertible in F2 if n(s) $1 0. That is, every element 
of J is nilpotent or regular. 
We now construct a ring of quotients for J. As in Theorem 2.2, let Q(J) = 
{aU,-l 1 a, b E J, b regular}. But aU,-1 = b-lab-1 = b-z(bab) b-2 = b-4(bab) 
since b2 EF. Thus Q(J) = {dp4c (c, d E J, d regular}. It now follows easily 
that Q(J) is closed under addition and the quadratic operator. Also 1 eQ(J), 
and so x2 E Q(J), for any x E Q(j). Thus Q(J) is a Jordan ring. 
Q(J) r> J; for, choose a E I and let b be any regular element of J. Then 
a = (au,) U,-, E Q(J). Finally, every regular element of J is invertible in 
Q(J). For, say b is regular in J. Then b-1 = bUbel EQ(J). We have shown 
that Q(J) is a ring of quotients for _T. If J = S, , then Q(J) = S, follows as 
in Theorem 4.1. 
Note that S, will contain nontrivial nilpotent elements, since R is an order 
in F, . In addition, we note that the common multiple property is necessary 
in this situation. That is, if R is an order inF, with * the symplectic involution, 
it is possible to show that S, satisfies the common multiple property. Thus 
Lemma 4.3 provides an example of a Jordan ring, in which every element is 
regular or nilpotent, which has a ring of quotients even though it is not a 
domain. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let R be an associative ring with *, and let J be an ample 
Jordan subring of S. Assume that J is a semisimple Jordan ring in which every 
element is regular or nilpotent. Then ;f J satisfies the common multiple property, 
J has a special ring of quotients Q(J). J must actually be a domain unless J _C Fs , 
2 x 2 matrices, where characteristic F = 2 and * is symplectic involution. 
Proof. Let 1M be the Jacobson radical of R. Then M* = M, so RIM is 
semisimple with an induced involution. Since J is semisimple, by 
McCrimmon’s Theorem [8], M n J = 0. Thus in R = R/M, f = 
J + R/M ‘v J. Also, J is an ample Jordan subring of S, . We can now work 
in the ring i?; since R is semisimple, i? has no nil right ideals. 
Now by Theorem 3.9, every element of S, is regular in R, unless iT _CF, . 
Thus, by Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, j has a quotient division ring, as 
does J. 
We finish by showing that a Jordan quotient for S can exist even when the 
elements of S do not have to be regular or nilpotent, or are not assumed to 
satisfy the common multiple property. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be an associative ring with an involution * and a ring 
of right quotients A (A has a natural involution extending *). Let J be an ample 
Jordan subring of S, with xJx* _C J, all x E R and assume that every regular 
element of J is regular in R. Then J has a ring of quotients which is an ample 
Jordan subring of S, . When J = S, , Q(S,) = S, . 
Proof. Since A is a ring of quotients for R, note that any regular element 
of J is actually invertible in A. We construct a quotient for J as in Theorem 
2.2, by defining Q(J) = {au,-1 1 a, b E J, b regular}. 
Clearly, Q(J) C S, . We first show that Q(J) is closed under addition. 
If x, y E Q(J), write x = a, Ub;l and y = a,U,;l . From the Ore condition in 
R, there exists dI , d, E R, both regular, such that w = d,b, = d,b, + 0. 
Then x = br’a,b;’ = b;ld;ldIa,dI*(dI*)-l by1 = w-ld,a,d,*(w*)-l = 
(w*w)-l w*dla,dl*w(w*w)-l. Note th a w*d,a,dI*w E J, since a, E J. Simi- t 
larly, we have y = (w*w)-lw*dzazdz*w(w*w)-l and thus 
x + y = (w*d,a,d,*w + w*dzazdz*w) UC,,,)-I EQ(J). 
To show that Q(J) is closed under the quadratic operator, it suffices to 
show (as in Theorem 2.2) that XV, E Q( J), where a E J and x is as above. 
Let z = xU, = ab~‘a,b~‘a. Since by1 a E A, we may write b;‘a = cd-l, with 
c, d E R, d regular. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we may assume that 
dEN,. Then ab;-’ = (by’s)* = d-k*, and so z = d-lc*a,cd-1 = 
(c*alc) U,-, E Q( J), since by hypothesis c*a,c E J. 
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IfJ = S,,thenQ(J) = S,f o 11 ows as in Theorem 4.1. Also as in Theorem 
4.1. Q(J) is an ample Jordan subring of S, . 
In closing, several questions should be mentioned. 
First, one would like to extend Theorem 2.2 to the situation when J has 
zero divisors; that is, if J is a Jordan subring of Rf with the common multiple 
property, and every regular element of J is invertible in R, does J have a ring 
of quotients in R? Theorem 4.5 is at least partial progress in this direction; 
however, the involution is used heavily. 
Also, the question remains open as to whether the common multiple 
property is necessary for J to have a ring of quotients. 
Added in proof. D. J. Britten [II] has recently shown that if J = S is prime, of 
characteristic not 2, and has ACC or DCC on quadratic ideals, then J has a Jordan 
ring of quotients. 
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